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to live at Pony Farm
and have the sun rise
every morning
and be mother
in a plaid skirt
Then the voices
are also crying
they wanted that too
they are crying
and the bus brakes
to a stop at the corner
and the squeal it makes
is crying
that it wanted that too










The furniture has its own presence.
Has it any angst, any fear of its own?
The morning when I pull open the drawer
I think she loved him , he was special
,
a poet, and the newspaper photograph
before my eyes is on the top of the dresser.
We love so much, and see someone drawn
into trouble.
And where am I
in a fever on Sunday and all week breaking down
in a delirium on the way to the doctor.
I touched the top of the dresser,
brushed powder spilled there into the wood.
He was someone, and the structure could not
provide. The structure
provides more white police officers.
And who would not say I have broken the law?
My heart has been pressed in the hand
of another, now my health is frailer,
and I do not see clearly.
I can walk out there, but who is there
to know me now? I walk out
into the empty rain,




A MEDITATION ON THE POSITION OF THE HEAD
Like a hand against my back, look up,
but this is a strain against the neck
to force the upward glance, the glance
forward, the rush into the arms of the other
who must be who you want to come to,
why you walk.
Even the dogshit is interesting
sometimes, flecked with ice in the sun
and the cat fight that happened
where the fur lies scattered
and the variance of the lawns is always
beautiful. And touching. And amusing.
And I have been collecting
the large thick rubber bands
the newsboys drop. So useful
around a pack of notecards. However,
at the school is an enormous drawer
of rubber bands just like them. So I look up
and see, if not immediately, soon enough
the source of the stack of little wood
foi buining on the lawn across the street —
the old horsechestnut has been pollarded.
Now I had held the tree
(and perhaps, so had the invisible woman
whose belongings enter this poem)
to be her view outside her balcony
where her ironing board and ironing
can be seen just inside the windows.
7
But the stack of wood for burning
is on the lawn of the smaller house next door
and walking, looking up like this,
I measure the line of their property —
and what I had held to be her view
goes into their woodstove legally.
And so a vision of beauty
that I glanced at seldom, and furtively,
diminishes. I feel
the word poverty. But is this poverty
real, an element now of their world





When I first saw the sea
the sea was
the sea, the surrounding mountains
only mountains,
my mother beside me
and I, let's assume,
without guilt.
2
And the sun covered the full face
of the sea.
If I'd been older, eight
maybe nine, when you have the right
to a watch of your own
and can read the time without help.
I'd have held it up
on my wrist




in the Crimea the local time is now
3:45 just before dawn
the last summer before the Great War.
Sh h h. . .
Above the white terrace
in a minute
His Highness himself
will appear at the royal window





the waves whispered, my Aunt Fanya
whispered: quarter of an hour, less
than a quarter of an hour.
5
Aunt Fanya has opened her parasol
for the third time (3:45 before the sunrise!)
and while she swings it above her feverish head
for no reason
bobbing back and forth
like the beak of a fluttering swan —




from Odessa and Kherson, from Moscow and St. Petersburg
who gathered at dusk under sheets and mosquito netting
and blazing Samarkand scarves
are still asleep
stretched out wherever they can
on the pitted cliff
a wall of rock
facing Bydarskiya Vorota
and the Black Sea
7
and when here and there
a vague buzzing is heard, someone turns over
on his stung side or rises
like a huge bat
out of the pages of a book
10
8
this is the kind of thing
one never forgets, says my Aunt Fanya,
and just to me: Dearie!
Don't fall asleep. You mustn't miss THIS!
And my mother (my head on her breast) doesn't call me
by name, but you'd have to be an idiot
not to understand it's not for the sake of argument
she seems to be telling my aunt
that's not what's important (Aunt Fanya her eyes still
fixed on the shadow of the terrace behind us any minute
the Czar is supposed to appear like any other spectator
there with his whole blonde retinue
and clearly Aunt Fanya can't stand
the suspense), and that's why
the warm hand of my mother turns my face
away from the white marble of the palace
down towards the inner darkness.
9
She points her finger.
There. The skin of the Black Sea
will crack in a minute.
10
I watch this instructing
finger.
11
In this one place, the sun,
mother whispers against my forehead,
will come out like a bridegroom
to welcome his bride
and we 11 see, whispers mother, an incredible
11
wonder like nothing in nature,
the whole world held
in an enormous flame
land — sea — sky —
will be one.
Without fires, without blood,
without terror.
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As if it broke out of the depths
I heard it
The sun
had risen. I couldn't imagine a bridegroom
meeting his bride.
But as soon as the edge of the sea
turned pink
like roses opening,
and a marvelous crimson suddenly flooded
the base of the rock
13
below me —
was it simply the instinct of a child
unaware of danger
or the beginning of curiosity
that would never be satisfied
14
— above me I saw my mother
pulling at her hair.
15
12
I see her hair
thrown in a lime pit later
ends gilded by flames of the sunrise
and I think of the hair of my mother
in Bydarskiya Vorota
like the burning bush —
something that rare —
how she stood there screaming
16
They rescued me, pulled me
up to her on a rope. Mother!
Nothing happened, I wanted . . .
But no one believed
I just wanted to get close enough to see
if the Black Sea was really red.
17
I forgave her
though my bottom trembled under her hard hand,
and even now I know
she was crazy with fear —
all for the drowning I didn't drown!
DANGER: FALLING ROCKS
But I didn't know how to read
the Cyrillic letters yet. To read at all.
On such a night with everyone so wound up
waiting for the great magic




I watch from the distance. Something




for whatever's taboo, I've only been warned
after the event.
19
And if I weren't innocent
would I have cried? Finding only the Black Sea
in my small palm — water.




Another time we came to the sea
almost by accident. Far away from the city
far from our friends or anyone
else. It was the last day
of summer before World War II.
We walked along the shore searching
for contradictions:
to find ourselves
and not be afraid of finding.
The bed of the North Sea was incredibly naked
next to the embankment. Quick
in a crazy abandon
we tore off our clothes
and plunged into it.
And the sea was no longer
only a sea.
The mountains around us seemed more
than just mountains.
The line of the green horizon, the soft contours




And there was a third time
22
No! It's not important
to be exact. Whether it happened on the shore
of the Aegean or where we hid ourselves
on the beach at Marseilles:
you, my love, were there behind me.
Mother was behind me.
Aunt Fanya with her funny parasol,
my brother, all the others.
I could have said to them: Right, dress!
I could have said: Attention!
Just by a sign. For I heard them behind my back
out of the cresting waves
a whole continent.
And the sea — how can I say this —
turned into a crosswalk
for the ones who carry a burning stone in their hearts
for the ones who go down to the depths of the ocean with us
for the ones who walk behind us —
a sea made dry,
23
My digital watch (with a winder,
timer, alarm bell) flashes
5:45 p.m.
I go back.




cartons of chocolate milk.
15
A barbed wire fence. Clean gravel
under it. I see a cafe, white chairs, tennis courts
and next to the showers — 12 3 —
tiled terraces red yellow black yellow red




And when you did not come to me out of the empty space
but in the shape of a single surfboard
with a boy in black rubber
rising and sinking
sinking and rising
a quivering sail in his hand —
I couldn't hang on.
Till I noticed a faded sign.
And why wasn't Hebrew enough
to warn us of the danger of falling rocks?
It was in English: FALLING ROCKS.
So why not warn the French in their language:
DANGER D'EBOULEMENT
or Spaniards who lose their way:
PELIGRO DE DERRUMBAMIENTO
and what about Arabic: jh>
I try to recall
if I ever saw a sign like that
in my mother tongue.
25
Yiddish for this
would be useless now.
16
26
The sun moves south of Netanya
with a strong tilt toward the sea.
From here I can guess exactly where
it will dip under,
the radius of the brightness
that will spread out as it sets.
It's dark now. The sea runs in,
runs out. Listen.
Above me the sky of a summer night
(the seventh war is over)
and already three stars. Smells and smoke
from the barbecue.
I go back
and look, stopped by what's at my feet,
rinds with the insides eaten away,
empty cigarette cartons,
all the torn paper not
swept into garbage carts
by the brooms of the national parks.
I look, amazed at what's distant,
the softness and ease of the waves
rocking in the twilight, desire
that echoes from the long reach of time
on the tense path
as in the air
through which I go back now
and the view of the orange groves covered
by the last light on the horizon.
And behind all this, my love,
aren't you
still hiding?




My mother passed between me and the sun.
Her hair vapor and her eyes
Vapor and a mask
Of riddles over her face;
She revolved slowly.
Part of the procession at the cartwheel rim
Whose figures move faster than I do.
Shapes traced on air, forehead, brain pan, in
Appearances in unguarded places.
“Please draw the blinds/' the stewardess says,
“Sunrise
In an hour."
And I tug at the textured curtain, see.
Scratched on the glass,
The tracing of my mother.
Strands.
Not a pattern at all.
People die when you're least ready.
In the railway station at Graz
My husband didn't recognize me;
He had turned me off like a light;
He'd walked away from the wreck.
“Coffee," the stewardess says, “tea.
And a vast space, rightside, under the wing."
If I could arrange that air.
Clean and balanced,
Jammed with dazzle;
But an outstretched hand goes right through it.
18
Sandra McPherson
SECRETS: BEGINNING TO WRITE THEM OUT
Revelation, Confession, and Ethics;
Discretion and Diplomacy;
Health and Art
In a humorous and sympathetic poem about a flasher on a city
traffic island, Judith Moffett concludes:
How many of us
struggled not to brandish forth
some hard truth: “People don't respect me. I'm scared
all the time/' or “When I touch my wife I can feel
her flesh crawl. Not a one of the kids is mine."
Sham, shame. Whatever.
The one home truth most private, most
unspeakable, hardest and truest. That very one.
This essay (originally a talk presented at the Aspen and Napa
Writers Conferences, summer of 1985 ) will begin to explore
issues that come up when we're afraid to write about that “one
home truth most private": that is, what we're afraid to write
about, why we are, and what happens when we write about it.
I ve chosen this topic because a man says our Oregon workshop
has helped him to write about his mother's suicide attempt which
he witnessed as a child and which was never explained to him;
and because a woman says she had postpartum depression for
four years and finally wrote about it but is afraid the poems will
cause hei son undue guilt feelings; and because both men and
women I know suffered too long in silence as victims of incest;
and even because in living with my daughter and in having lived
with a husband I find I need to continually make choices as to
what I can or must (for my sanity) or must not (for their well-
being) say about either of them.
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That husband's mother burned his first book because it told
some family secrets. A good friend, whose secret of giving up her
child I wrote about, felt "used" and tore up my first three books
page by page and threw them into the fire.
So many people have brought similar dilemmas to me that I
decided to interview some friends and students in return. Is there
anything you would not write about? we began. And for what
reasons would you refuse to write about it? fear, shame, honor,
etc.? One woman explained she would not write about her
former husband's insanity and violence. She does not wish to
expose her children to things that she has come to terms with.
She does not want to destroy her children's mostly happy memo-
ries of their father. She does not want to show them the depths
of his degradation for she feels it's not meant to be part of their
life, they shouldn't have to live with it. Whereas most of the rest
of this talk will deal with choosing to bring experiences like hers
out into the open, she spoke eloquently and justly in defense of
remaining silent. She said she will write about the tragedy she
lived, but perhaps as a theater piece. Remember that you have
that option — to use characters to speak lines which are really
your own. My friend, whose children are in their 40s, said that
even though she may choose not to write directly about the trag-
edy in her life, it is one reason she is moved to write, there is
depth in her writing because of it.
My second question was. Have you at some time written
about a subject or event that you withheld for a long time, or
your family withheld, even for much of your life? If so, describe
what you went through to get it on the page. The most illuminat-
ing answer was from a 43-year-old woman. Her war-veteran
husband had beaten her frequently. She said she had not coped
with this before she came to poetry. She had been taught in
school that poetry was only written in universal terms. Further,
her church and her parents had advised her just to remain quiet
and "take it." When told in workshop that what had happened to
her was worth saying, she couldn't stop writing. Poetry, she said,
gave her a place with dignity to cope with it. She feels that not all
audiences are willing to deal with her subject, but she will persist.
A woman counseling Vietnam veterans' wives asked to see the
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material, then quickly turned it down even though it is the only
poetry on that subject that I have seen. My friend assumed few
people are interested in acknowledging the wife's struggle.
All interviewed agreed they did not write with the intent to
hurt someone. They were concerned with accuracy of represen-
tation of another's character; they abhorred lying, ruthlessness,
exaggeration, even blame.
The goal here is not to get a person to write about things he
or she doesn't want to write about; I don't wish to be an evange-
list for the confessional. But poets need especially to feel confi-
dent about the decisions they have made for themselves — to
reveal or not to reveal. Here we can study how some writers
came to make that choice. Maybe one of the cases will mirror the
reader's own and help in his or her questioning.
To tell the truth about his mother and others in the family,
W. D. Snodgrass (that pioneer of what we, though not the poet
himself, call confessional poetry) had to publish a small, nearly
unobserved and long unreprinted collection of poems struggling
with conflicts in his family, under a pseudonym, S.S. Gardons,
which he says is "Snodgrass spelled sideways." In "The Mother"
he writes: "If evil did not exist, she would create it/To die in
righteousness . . ." In a poem about his equivocal, mistrusting
or paranoid father, Snodgrass expresses disgust with the way his
father pretends to be friends with people he hates — then uses
that friendship to gather evidence of the unworthiness of these
fi iends. The father never speaks his mind. As the poem mounts
you can see Snodgrass s contempt for his father's wishywashi-
ness, for his lack of commitment to truth.
Since his other books are equally personal and direct, how
did he choose to conceal these particular poems? Was he more
afraid of his family than of the former wives, lovers, and lovers'
husbands written about in Heart s Needle and Hfler Experience? Aren't
we most intimidated by our families? In response to my query,
Snodgrass writes:
Since these poems say, in effect, "My mother de-
voured my sister" I didn't want the poems to fall into my
mother s hands they would merely make her more
unhappy and hate-filled than she already was and so
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make her behavior perhaps even worse. That was spe-
cially to be avoided because I still had a brother and sis-
ter who lived in her vicinity, but I wouldn't want to hurt
and/or damage her anyway. She obviously couldn't help
what she had done and it was clearly too late for her to
make any changes in her attitudes.
(Then parenthetically he adds "The first of those poems that was
published was identified as a translation from Kozma Prutkov, a
hoax poet made up by Count Alexei Tolstoi.") Where Auden kept
modifying his borrowing from Nijinsky ("We must love one
another or die"), Snodgrass states with certainty and proves with
details from his life
Without love we die;
With love we kill each other.
Snodgrass writes that since both of his parents have passed
away, the book. Remains: A Sequence of Poems, is now available again,
published in 1985 by BOA Editions.
For conflicts of candor we can look to Cavafy. Although
Cavafy suppressed in his lifetime several love poems found in a
file called "Passions," he noted that it was important to him that
even when the events in the poems became no longer "applicable
any more in my life . . . they will be applicable to feelings of
other lives." He felt that any poem of his "based on a truth" must
have found a truth that "may repeat itself in another life." "In-
deed the probabilities are that it must." The loyalty to truth re-
mained, even though he did not make the results public; he had to
speak the truth if not publish it.
To himself he kept poems regarded as "too personal . . .
too explicitly sexual, or too progressive for the taste of his partic-
ular community of readers." "Hidden Things," written in 1908,
reads
From all the things I did and all the things I said
let no one try to find out who I was.
An obstacle was there transforming
the actions and the manner of my life.
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An obstacle was often there to silence me when I
began to speak.
From my most unnoticed actions and my most veiled
writing —
from these alone will I be understood.
But maybe it isn't worth so much concern
and so much effort to discover who I really am.
Later, in a more perfect society,
someone else made just like me
is certain to appear and act freely.
If the silencing agent was homosexuality, his prophecy at the end
has, seventy years later, been true enough to permit a large body
of unveiled gay literature. But not every writer feels free to be
open. The conflict to be so must be re-argued in each individual
writer. Cavafy seems to say that the truest core of himself is that
one thing he won't openly write about. In Moffett's words: ''The
one home truth most private, most/unspeakable, hardest and
truest."
We should place our work in history. There has to be a first
time for each issue to appear in a literature. In our century there
is still so much that needs to be added, and you might be the
person to initiate the subject. I don't think parenting has often
been dealt with frankly in poetry. Look at the life your mother or
father lived: is there a poetic literature of their experience? I
mean, not written about them but by one of their own ? In the case
of my family and their peers: suicidal Christians, post-menopaus-
al sense of worthlessness, aging without the expected sense of
fulfillment — and the opposite, finding new sources of life at that
time — these are subjects that need more poems. There could be
more poets who have struggled to speak of their family's pov-
erty. John Haislip reveals his strain to do so even in the title of his
poem "Fewer Than Necessary Rhetorical Stanzas For The Poor."
Do not forget," he begins, though one can see from the reticent
tight style in these excerpts that he does not enjoy remembering
the humiliation and bitterness he was formed in.
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My father doomed, alone at four, given
As an orphan to his uncle; never freed
Until he married, sold the farm and moved.
But locked outside the town without a job,
he set his heart a rock against the place.
My mother rode the trolley into town,
Worked by waiting tables for the rich.
I walked the tracks with shopping sacks of food
From town to home alone to save the dime:
If this is touched with pity for myself: well.
The thirties made an ugly kind of drunk.
And just before that a curious line: “Do not forget them with an
angry poem." He tells me this is the same as “Remember them
with an angry poem.“ Anger as a helper of memory. As an affir-
mative step and as a memorial to the dignity of the impoverished.
He is saying that angry remembering can overcome the feeling of
the shame of poverty.
Sometimes even remembering anger taxes the poet. Joan
Swift wrote two series of poems, 13 years apart, about a rape by a
stranger who forceably entered her house. She came to regard,
years after she wrote “The Line-Up“ (from the first series), hei
motherly attitude toward “her" rapist as not representing the
complexity of her feelings — and she began to write a new sei ies
of poems moving closer to the truth. Here is The Line-Up
(written in slant-rhymed couplets):
Each prisoner is so sad in the glare
I want to be his mother
24
tell him the white light will go down
and he will sleep soon.
No need to turn under eyes
to shuffle poor soldiers boys
in a play
to wear numbers obey.
They have hands as limp as wet leaves
the long fingers of their lives
hanging. They cannot see
past the sharp edge nor hear me
breathe. O I would tell each one
he will wake whole again
in some utterly new place!
Trees without bars sun a sweet juice
a green
field full of pardon
Th e walls come in. I am
captured like him
locked in this world forever un-






And hei 0 is most of Another Witness from her new series pub-
lished spring of 1985 by Dragon Gate Press in the collection The
Dark Path of Our Names. The rapist she sent to San Quentin had
been released and was being tried for the rape and murder of a
woman named Joan Stewart, who lived just a few doors from
where Joan Swift lived at the time of her own rape:
The prosecutor wants me to open
my memory like a trunk,
pull out the dress of India cotton,
green and yellow print
The jury sees me running up the stairs —
I think the mailman has a gift.
But it's you.
I almost say hello ,
but you're too quick.
You grab my throat.
The lost crystal world of the chandelier
sways above my head.
No one hears the scream
I swallow when your hand
shuts over my mouth.
The other grips my hands behind me.
And I am so light
with fear you push me down the hall easily,
so light I float above the bed.
You pull me to my knees,
mutter an incantation behind my back.
Two gloves fly over my head.
You lift my dress.
Something feathered, a wren or winter thrush,
stirs between my breasts.
Now I must say it.
The word sodomy forms on my tongue.
26
dissolves like a wafer, forms again




I think you have a knife.
When you enter the other place
I feel tears start.
The whole courtroom is silent.
Beyond the windows. Lake Merritt
shines in the sun
and joggers color its shore.
But I run back through time
until my thighs are sticky with you.
Don't tell, you say.
Thirteen years later
seventy-five people
turn toward the witness stand.
They see your limp hands on the bed,
a shred of noon light.
I kiss one knuckle. I don't know why.
The skin is sad and black.
A vein splits into two separate rivers.
1 love you, I say into that air
and this.
Your palms stroke my face,
vanish like birds into a tree.
Don't move, you say.
Surely the blade poises
over my back now.
I wait to die.
Don’t move, you say again.
The door shuts
and you are here
listening to how I wash my legs and face.
I change my dress, put on another.
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rose and blue.
Outside, the street is a ribbon
tied to anywhere.
I drive an hour. Two.
I drive all the way to a telephone booth,
the police station, a lineup,
to another district attorney.
I drive to a different state
and back again
while you break rock in prison.
"Is the man you describe in the courtroom today?"
the prosecutor asks.
"Yes," I say.
"Will you point to him, please?"
When we face each other
she becomes visible,
the woman you murder twelve years
after me.
Her name is the same as mine.
Rain nets the hills.
Wind hurls a tree to ground
and lines sag without power.
She walks near that house
I left years ago, white shutters
and bricks unchanged.
One of us must lift her now
from the wet grass,
sponge clean her bloody throat,
1 who spoke love,
you who killed for that lie.
The full terror of her experience is recounted here — even
the "1 love you" which she has told me surprised, embarrassed,
and repulsed her. In this poem she has reclaimed her true emo-
tions, not the trained ones of maternal attitudes no-matter-
what. What pushed the poet to tell, in this new series of poems,
more truth than she felt she did in the first series is partly that
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they are based on a trial format. She took an oath to tell the whole
truth in the courtroom and she used trial transcripts in compos-
ing the sequence. As the end of “Another Witness" shows, the
poem is in part about exposing a lie.
Swift's poems on rape have been gratefully received by most
readers, but I heard one voice the opinion that she should split
her book royalties with the rapist. As if she were getting career
mileage out of a sensational story. This person said it was her
duty to rehabilitate the rapist, not to exploit him in poetry! That
person should note another motivation for writing the series: the
end of “Another Witness" says, of the victim Joan Stewart, "One
of us must lift her now." Joan Swift chose to be the one to carry
the memory of this kinswoman more gently into history.
To write about painful memories, we need to learn to ask
questions about what we don't see and to be good observers of
what we do see. In “North American Time" Adrienne Rich says
Suppose you want to write
of a woman braiding
another woman's hair —
straight down, or with beads and shells
in three-strand plaits or corn-rows —
you had better know the thickness
the length the pattern
why she decides to braid her hair
how it is done to her
what country it happens in
what else happens in that country
You have to know these things
To understand, to grasp history, to see fully, we must ask the
light questions. Rich s poem “Mother-in-law" addresses this
issue. Tell me something," the mother-in-law repeatedly asks.
Rich asks back
Some secret
we both know and have never spoken?
29
Some sentence that could flood with light
your life, mine?
But the mother-in-law buffers the truth with Valium, responds
with platitudes of domestic wisdom (“A cut lemon scours the
smell of fish away/You'll feel better when the children are in
school"). Yet she continues nagging "tell me something true/tell
me something" until Rich answers
Your son is dead
ten years, I am a lesbian,
my children are themselves.
Mother-in-law, before we part
shall we try again? Strange as I am,
strange as you are? What do mothers
ask their own daughters, everywhere in the world?
Is there a question?
Ask me something.
A journalist is instructed to inquire who, what, when, why,
how, and where? and make stories of those facts to inform or do
investigative journalism to expose. The poet, unlike the journal-
ist, may be struggling to survive a story of much personal an-
guish. We must ask for things we may not want to hear but
which we crave because they are true. Who? may be the son
whose birth brought on postpartum depression; how? may be
what instruments did your father use to physically abuse you?
The where? might be a list of places your mother hid bottles of
gin. You don't want to publish these facts in a newspaper; you
don't want to air them on 60 Minutes ; but you may have in mind a
small audience which includes yourself and your abusive father
and your alcoholic mother and your innocent son.
We must do it without tattling, or without the tone of tat-
tling, gossiping, or blabbing. Patricia Hampl has a poem in her
first book about a family secret, her mother s epilepsy. Having
worked for years as a librarian without telling any of her col-
leagues of her condition, the mother certainly wasn t about to
30
celebrate the publication of the following poem, “Mother-
Daughter Dance":
Because it is late
because we fought today
because it was hot
and heat is an excuse
to be alone,
I sit in this chair stuffed
with old sun, leftover heat.
Our fight. The subject as always was history.
You made me look over my shoulder.
Mother was back there, speaking
to us in epilepsy, that language
she learned on her own,
the one we encouraged her to use
at the dinner table.
In my mind, I fell down, writing,
trying to make history repeat itself,
burning with translations of guilt
for the men in the family.
Father forced a yellow pencil
between Mother's teeth, like a rose:
you die if you swallow your tongue.
All afternoon you yelled at me
as I slithered nearer to her.
We were doing the mother-daughter sweat dance,
salt dance, sexy Spanish rose dance.
You were yelling from the English language,
that fringed island I swim toward at night.
The pencil," you were screaming in your language.
Take the pencil from her mouth.
Write it down,
write your message down."
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The advice to write is urgent. The poem's point about his-
tory should not be missed: any private story is human history,
not just your own. It can help someone else to live. Someone else
who is perhaps feeling hopeless.
Years before, Hampl had told me that her mother thanked
her for unburdening her of the secret of her epilepsy. But when I
asked her about that story again recently, she realized that the
story wasn't finished. She wrote to me:
I told my mother that if she demanded it, I would
not publish the poem — but that it was a strong poem,
that others thought so too, and that my collection
would be less strong without it. In other words, I gave
her the power of decision but I loaded the situation with
guilt for her. Soon after, she came to me and said go
ahead with the poem because she could see it was a good
poem and that was more important . . . As I write this
to you, I realize 1 do not know for sure if my mother . . .
ever really was grateful for this poem . . .
I broke off here for a moment and called my mother
to ask her, point-blank, if she had ever felt pleasure or
relief about the publication of the poem or if she had
only let me publish it as a favor. Her answer didn't miss
a beat, “I only did it for you." "Did you ever feel good
about the publication?" "No," she said. She continues to
feel fearful about public misinformation and bigotry re-
garding epilepsy. She likes, however, a new poem I
wrote about her mastectomy — something which, as
she put it, "is accepted."
The interesting thing here is that . . . we can talk
of [the poem] as if it were something beyond the control
of either of us. My mother is attached to me-the-writer.
I suppose that she somehow accepts that it can't be
helped if she gets hit in the cross-fire from time to time.
But then. I'm usually careful about where I aim.
... I recognize in this situation a constellation of
motivations, beliefs, wishes and events which makes
both of us unreliable witnesses to our own past.
Where Swift gives testimony under oath, Hampl s lettei
gives voluntary testimony to the Memory divided between
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“ruthless" devotion to recovery of truth — “surgical accuracy"—
and the Imagination devoted to creation of a shaped and possibly
“more useable" truth.*
When we come to make this difficult decision alone, we can
begin by asking ourselves the right questions:
— are we most afraid of the poems which could harm our-
selves?
— in what ways could this happen?
* political risk?
* disinheritance? discomfort in the family?
* loss of literary esteem?
— if we don't write about it, are we “sinning against our-
selves"?
— against others who could benefit by the issue coming out
in the open?
— isn't there a self-portrait implicit in the poems of each of
us? isn't the self in the best truthtelling poems often anguished?
and if that portrait is of someone searching for honesty and relief
of suffering, won't this new material be respected even by those
whose lives are spoken about in it?
The usually dazzling critic Christopher Ricks told me in con-
versation that Sylvia Plath's journals don't do anything for her
reputation. But maybe we should ask, when do we stop writing
for our reputations ? When do we stop excluding, censoring,
and begin to include for the sake of honesty and wholeness and
for the sake of extending the art? Do we write as people with
reputations to keep up or do we write as whole people?
A student of mine, 21, a talented writer, said of a poem she'd
brought to workshop, “My mother made me take that line out."
The line was about her alcoholic doctor father at a family
Chiistmas party. We have to ask that student and ourselves,
“How many lines is your mother going to make you take out?"
One woman expected her violent military ex-husband to ap-
pear with a gun at one of her poetry readings because she took no
*See Hampl, “Memory and Imagination," in The Dolphin
Render, Houghton Mifflin, 1985.
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lines out. But she persisted in writing about him, believing we
shouldn't have to get security clearance to write our poems.
Whose terms of secrecy are we going to accept? The abusing
parent's or mate's? Or are we going to present the secret in a
poem and alter those terms so that the abuser is now the one
invited to accept the openness of the victim's community? Give
the secret of openness to that person, or else they may forever
keep it from themselves.
A poem recreates the secret, replays it. The only thing added
is the victim's response. That is what is spoken out loud for the
first time. Freed and freeing speech. Permission to respond.
Confidante, priest, psychiatrist — those sworn to secrecy
are like the poem in that you do confide in a poem, confess in the
poem, probe the conscious and unconscious layers of your his-
tory in the poem. And telling the truth in a poem, just like telling
the truth to people who play these roles, usually leads to genuine
changes in your life. Yet confidante, priest, and psychiatrist are
sworn to secrecy and a poem seems so public. But we could ask
ourselves, isn't the poem itself a secret? No matter how public it's
made, doesn't it retain the qualities of a secret partly because
writing a poem is an intimate act?
Its likeness to a secret is in the verb keep : the poem seems to
keep for us all the details in lifelike condition, actually in a life of
their own. And a more resolved life than the writer may have
lived when silent.
I'd like to let Joan Swift have the last words, from her letter
describing the writing of her two rape series.
... In the . . . 1970 . . . sequence of rape
poems . . . I was able to write only from my own point
of view. I felt tremendous guilt, the female collective
unconscious kind, and besides that, guilt for being re-
sponsible for his getting caught and thus for his life.
I . . . [chose] a series of metaphors ... to hide be-
hind . . . I certainly wasn't able to come right out and
say that I'd told him I loved him . . . There isn t much
anger in those poems, only compassion . . . No actual
trial was held, only a preliminary hearing, since he later
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changed his plea to guilty. I was the only witness; . . .
no one else's story was told. I was confessing, in a way,
but hiding behind a lot of devices.
What I chose to reveal in the . . . 1983 . . . se-
quence, including the poem "Another Witness," results
directly from sitting in the courtroom during the trial
and later reading transcripts. There was a whole com-
plicated story to be told, involving a number of people,
among them a murdered woman. The best way to tell
everyone's part in the story was through their own
words. During the preliminary hearing, I had omitted
the "I love you" from my testimony, and when I told [the
prosecutor] I had said that, he immediately decided to
use it in the trial, presumably to show that I had saved
my life with the words. From my point of view, I was
again responsible, this time for a woman's death, and I
had to confess more openly. In front of God, the judge,
and everybody . . . No hiding places.
... I did want to protect [the victim's husband]
because he had gone through so much hell already. And
. . . the only real name I've used is Charlie Red, and he
can come and get me if he can read. I tried to be as candid
as possible . . . I put off writing my own testimony as
long as I could, then decided to just say it the way it
was ... I guess it took courage to write the poem. It
certainly took courage to say it in court. And, yes, I am
afiaid what people will think. It's not a feminist ap-
proach. People will think I'm a cringing coward
I guess I worry mostly about how my mother will
leact. I m enclosing an article which appeared in the
North End edition of the Seattle Times a couple of
months ago. When I sent it to her, she said, "Well, I
guess everyone in Edmonds knows now that you were
raped. When I told her that the paper had gone out to
about 100,000 people, not just Edmonds, she didn't
know what to say.
I believe good poems come from telling the truth.
That s best. Tobias Wolff says a good writer has "the
wi lingness to say that unspeakable thing which every-
one else in the house is too coy, or too frightened, or too
polite to say."
I think poems in themselves are a way of saying
things discreetly.
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I would add only that the poem is discreet because no matter
how much you feel you are blurting out the truth, you the writer
must, by the very nature of the art of poetry, discover that truth,
the truth of what you feel, while writing. You may be victim or
witness, but you are historian and artist. And you are telling
other people's stories when you tell your own.
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Carol Potter
ALL THE PRETTY BABIES
She told me smile, fold your hands
in your lap, refuse nothing.
He told me set the table, sit down,
eat whatever is served, whenever
it is served.
She told me, above all, be congenial.
He told me slip on your white gloves,
reach down, take hold of your shoes.
She told me when it is time to jump, jump
and go on jumping.
He told me take a brace.
She told me cross your legs at the knee
and not in between.
He told me if you come upon
a fool stuck to the ground
by ten swords, part the swords
and step through.
Sne told me there is nothing you can do
for the already done for.
He told me the swords
are not shafts of light, messages
from heaven, rain falling or the dumb fool
trying to speak.
She told me smile, but do not
dance with the fool.
He told me if you dance with the fool
you'll inherit the fool's off-spring.
She told me if you inherit
the fool's off-spring, take them
by the hand, lead them into an open field.
He told me tie thick strings
around their ankles. She told me tell them
it's time to take a brace.
He told me point them into the wind and tell them
to open their mouths wide.
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She told me make sure you tie the strings
from their ankles securely around your wrists
because when the off-spring get full,
they might just float away.
He told me smile.
She told me when people look up into the sky
and tell you what pretty babies you have,
just nod




And then, he said, I knew it was my job
to go home and wither and die. We found him three
days from success, and in our fear and pity couldn't tell
if the flame melting him was rage or the seethe
itself. How could it burn off so much lebensraum
between two check-ups six months apart?
Because he was so healthy. In a frail man
it would falter and creep. It uses what you have.
What did we talk about? Family life, money,
the obdurate sorrows of childhood.
Not about sex, nor death, those blown fuses.
Suppose that as cells age, they individuate,
like members of a family. One day they've grown
so far into their several futures the kinship taboo




Travelers above us: vulture and star.
And you, your name: two knots
in the rope of your breath.
Are you asleep?
— There's No-one's voice again.
You hear a murmur in the tubes in your throat,
you hear your slow drip in the urine sack,
you hear your heart
which fell to pieces in the surgeon's hands,
you hear it beating,
you hear me carving someone
else's name in your crutches.
You, star-hard.
Words sought you out and brought you back.
Still, to the rose and its shadow
you say: nothing.
To the hush of an answer,
to the distance between us: nothing.
*
Are you asleep?
— There's No-one's voice again.
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Flower, word of the blind.
Our look waters it.
In the name of the blood-coin,
the open vein, in the name
of the lonely witness,
there are unheard rivers
inside us. There are cathedrals
we never see.
You've fingered your death
like a bread crumb in your pocket.
You're taking it
out. You're placing it on your lip.
Are you asleep?
— There's No-one's voice again.
SIX IRISH POETS
For a country with the size and population of Indiana, Ire-
land has an extraordinary literature. Its modern classics — Joyce,
Yeats, Synge, O'Casey, Shaw and Beckett — are universally
read. Apart from Seamus Heaney, however, most contemporary
Irish poets remain for American readers in Yeats's long shadow.
They share traditions with British and American poets, yet they
also speak from their own turbulent history, their wild and ver-
dant landscape, and their ancient Gaelic literature. Like earlier
American writers, Irish poets struggled to redefine England's
language and literature, driven by political hostility and a sense
of positive difference. Their ambivalence still haunts Heaney's
assertion:
I speak and write in English but do not altogether share
the preoccupations and perspectives of an Englishman. I
teach English literature, I publish in London, but the
English tradition is not ultimately home.
Home for Heaney, as for McGuckian and Muldoon, is Northern
Ireland, so wounded by sectarian conflict. Its undercurrent of
terror and guilt adds a painful depth to their poems, as Vietnam
did to American poems, even when they seem to avoid it alto-
gether. As Heaney defines the tension:
The poet is stretched between politics and transcen-
dence, and is often displaced from a confidence in a sin-
gle position by his disposition to be affected by all posi-
tions, negatively rather than positively capable.
Irish poets feel a responsibility to their countries that can over-
ride personal concerns.
They also try to remain intelligible to the general reader, a
reflection of poetry's integral rolein Irish society. Thomas Mac-
Carthy recalls:
My father used to recite poetry, and there was a great
tradition of local poetry, so I never felt that by starting
to write poetry I was in any way rebelling or marking
myself out as deliberately different.
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Heaney, who now divides his year between Harvard and Dublin,
feels a special kinship with his Irish public:
If I publish a poem in The Irish Times on a Saturday morn-
ing, I can be sure that members of the government will
read it, perhaps not with a sense of panting discovery,
but they read it ... In Ireland I'm part of a life rather
th an a literary salon.
Like Yeats, he relishes the political impact of his poetry.
For Irish poets Yeats is no longer the oppressive father but
the beloved if eccentric grandfather whose monumental achieve-
ment looms in the distance like the Wicklow Mountains glimpsed
from Dublin streets. MacCarthy, for example, admires "the way
Yeats managed the complexity of his life," balancing the compet-
ing demands of poetry, politics, and the theater. But the extrava-
gance of Yeats s sensuality and occultism find few if any heirs.
Close to the land like Fallon on his sheep farm or international
like Sweeney and Muldoon, intricately subjective like McGuck-
ian or solidly mythic like Heaney, Irish poets work to unite the







Polished linoleum shone there. Brass taps shone.
The china cups were very white and big —
An unchipped set with sugar bowl and jug.
The kettle whistled. Sandwich and teascone
Were present and correct. In case it run.
The butter must be kept out of the sun.
And don't be dropping crumbs. Don't tilt your chair.
Don't reach. Don't point. Don't make noise when you stir.
It is Number 5, New Row, Land of the Dead,
Where grandfather is rising from his place
With spectacles pushed back on a clean bald head
To welcome a bewildered homing daughter
Before she even knocks. "What's this? What's this?"
And they sit down in the shining room together.
III
When the other woman was away at Mass
I was all hers as we peeled potatoes.
They broke the silence, let fall one by one
Like solder weeping off the soldering iron:
Cold comforts set between us, things to share
Gleaming in a bucket of clean water.
And again let fall. Little pleasant splashes
From the other's work would bring us to our senses.
So while the parish priest at her bedside
Went hammer and tongs at the prayers for the dying
And some were responding and some crying
I remembered her head bent towards my head,
Her breath in mine, our fluent dipping knives —
Never closer the whole rest of our lives.
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V
Fear of affectation made her affect
Inadequacy whenever it came to
Pronouncing words “beyond her/' Bertold Brek.
She'd manage something hampered and askew
Every time, as if she might betray
The hampered and inadequate by too
Well-adjusted a vocabulary.
With more challenge than pride, she'd tell me, “You
Know all them things." So I governed my tongue
In front of her, a genuinely well-
adjusted adequate betrayal
Of what I knew better. I'd nnw and aye
And decently relapse into the wrong
Grammar which kept us allied and at bay.
VII
In the last minutes he said more to her
Almost than in their whole life together.
You 11 be in New Row on Monday night
And I'll come up for you and you'll be glad
When I walk in the door. Isn't that right?"
His head was bent down to her propped-up head.
She could not hear but we were overjoyed.
He called her good and girl. Then she was dead.
The searching for a pulsebeat was abandoned
And we all knew one thing by being there.
The space we stood around had been emptied
Into us to keep, we tasted it
In a pure change that suddenly triumphed.
High ci ies were felled in us and brightenings happened.
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VIII
I thought of walking round and round a space
Utterly empty, utterly a source
Where the decked chestnut tree had lost its place
In our front hedge above the wallflowers.
The white chips jumped and jumped and skited high.
I heard the hatchet's differentiated
Accurate cuts, the crack, the sigh
And collapse of what luxuriated
Through the shocked tips and wreckage of it all.
Deep planted and long gone, my coeval
Chestnut from a jamjar in a hole.
Its heft and hush become a bright nowhere,
A soul ramifying and forever
Silent, beyond silence listened for.
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Medbh McGuckian
FOUR O'CLOCK, SUMMER STREET
As a child cries, all over, I kept insisting
On robin's egg blue tiles around the fireplace.
Which gives a room a kind of flying-heartedness.
Only that tiny slice of the house absorbed
My perfume — like a kiss sliding off into
A three-sided mirror — like a red-brown girl
In cuffless trousers we add to ourselves by looking.
She had the boy-girl body of a flower.
Moving once and for all past the hermetic front door.
I knew she was drinking blue and it had dried
In her; she carried it wide awake in herself
Ever after, and its music blew that other look
To bits. If what she hunted for could fit my eyes,
I would shine in the window of her blood like wine.
Or perfume, or till nothing was left of me but listening.
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GOYA
Imagine me so far out of character to say
The sun should not outstay his welcome —
Not that Td ever blame you on a fog.
Or curse the phantom labour of the clouds
For leaving me between two centuries, vulnerable
To the rain. From a distance you feel warm.
Your stillness stretched out in the light
Like an oil-painting, curves and counter-curves
Dropped there like a burden. If you seem
Betrayed by the inorganic nature of
Your back, you must forgive me, for my arms
Are just learning how to master this. Maybe
The trees are more comfortable than any
Of us, obeying their own interior sequence
Without a sense of wrong-doing, yet in your
Eyes I see the Peter Pan of marriage.
In the autumn rings of your eyes.
It is as if we had prepared for you a rose
Room — what would we do with all that cute
Furniture, the intended self-fabric that has
Branded the house? You are the breach
Through which disorder irrigates me, you're the
Imaginary monument I thought my river
Would preach to deliciously. I would like
To tear away your silk as I would from
Chocolate in white cups, to bring you
Into love-play with light: so you might ask me
What kind of animal the moon is, giving us
So many opportunities to study her like a kind
Of rough sugar, full of granules, as though
You had added sand or straw to some
Expressionless "Lady with Fan . Or I will tell you.
When you are passing through the spray of blue.




We met the British in the dead of winter.
The sky was lavender
and the snow lavender-blue.
I could hear, far below,
the sound of two streams coming together
(both were frozen over)
and, no less strange,
myself calling out in French
across that forest-
clearing. Neither General Jeffrey Amherst
nor Colonel Henry Bouquet
could stomach our willow-tobacco.
As for the unusual
scent when the Colonel shook out his hand-
kerchief: Q'est In Invnnde,
une fleur mauve comme le del.
They gave us six fishhooks
and two blankets embroidered with smallpox.
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THE WISHBONE
Maureen in England, Joseph in Guelph,
my mother in her grave.
At three o'clock in the afternoon
we watch the Queen's
message to the Commonwealth
with the sound turned off.
He seems to favour Camelot
over To Have Anti Have Not.
Yet we agree, my father and myself,
that here is more than enough
for two; a frozen chicken,
spuds, sprouts, Paxo sage and onion.
The wishbone like a rowelled spur
on the fibula of Sir or Sir .
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PAUL KLEE THEY'RE BITING
The lake supports some kind of bathysphere,
an Arab dhow
and a fishing-boat
complete with languorous net.
Two caricature anglers
have fallen hook, line and sinker
for the goitred,
spiny fish-caricatures
with which the lake is stocked.
At any moment all this should connect.
When you sent me a postcard of They're Biting
there was a plane sky-writing
I LOVE YOU over Hyde Park.
Then I noticed the exclamation-mark
at the painting's heart.
It was as if Ed already been given the word
by a waist-thick conger
mouthing NO from the fishmonger's
otherwise-drab window




Such love had been around for years
like an unread book, a gold binding.
The poem has followed you everywhere
since you said hello. It has returned
to me frequently, carrying your echo;
like a daughter running before us
with an armful of gifts; such excitement.
Love has its own memory then, like
the best Muse or the most ordinary life.
It remembers the ugly smock
you used to wear, a blue chrysalis,
and the way your fingers were chipped
from work. The way we waited,
waited, at the top of the stairs.
Love's phone-call eventually came
after an aeon of turns and delays.
The poem has seen how you emerged;
how you brightened like a shell
revealed by the ocean, a new coral.
Yet our lives were shaped by what
had formed already, a certain tone
in feeling. Even the house was changed
into something it had contained —
its floors a familiar, resined beach;
lampshades and chairs were like daughters.
The windows before us were alive
with what you brought: an earthenware
jar like a veritable garden, double
narcissi, a wax camellia, viburnum and spikes
of forsythia. Outside, the first plants
that were strong enough to grow alone;
seven orange tulips with their own glow.
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THE DYING SYNAGOGUE AT SOUTH TERRACE
Chocolate-coloured paint and the July sun
like a blow-torch peeling off
the last efforts of love.
More than time has abandoned this,
God's abandonment, God's Synagogue,
that rose out of the ocean
one hundred years from here.
The peeling paint is an emigrant's
guide to America — lost on the shore
at Cobh, to be torn and scored
by a city of luftmenshn ;
Catholics, equally poor, equally driven.
To have been through everything,
to have suffered everything and left
a peeling door. Ynhweh is everywhere,
wherever abandonment is needed —
a crow rising after an accident,
wearing the grey uniform
of a bird of carrion, a badger
waiting for the bones of life
to crack before letting go:
wishing the tenth cantor to die,
the Synagogue to become a damp wall,
the wailing mouths to fester.
Too small. To be a small people
aligned to nothing is to suffer blame
like a thief in the night. An activist
threw a petrol-bomb for Palestine:
the sky opened and rained hail
like snow-drops. Flowers for memory,
petrol for the far-away.
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To name one's land is to be a cuckoo
pushing others, bird-like, into a pit:
until, at the end, every sacred gesture
becomes vain, soiling the Synagogue
door like the charcoal corpses
at Mauthausen Station, 1944. A few
survived in the green valleys of know-
nothing: spent themselves putting boots
on the Catholic poor, counting the brown
pennies, the corncrakes on their
trade routes, and the guerilla raids.
To sit here now, in the rancid sunshine
of low tide, is to contemplate
all of the unnoticed work of love —
exquisite children fall like jewels
from an exhausted colporteur's bag;
a mid-century daughter practises piano,
an etude to forget terror; a brother
dreams of the artistic life, another
shall practise law and become, in time,
the Catholic's tall Lord Mayor.
Where these jewels fall beside the peeling
door, let us place the six lilies of memory;




The bats live in the old television aerials.
I hear them above me at night, and sometimes
one will blunder through the broken window,
glancing off me or the bulb, his sonar gone.
Since the hot weather, the parks are clay.
It s good to be up here, on the 13th floor
as the wind dips no lower, and when it rains
the two basins I leave on the roof get filled.
I m clean, I drink, and I've a net for birds.
The lift broke last year so I don't get down
to the street much, and I don't have strength
to fight the market crowds for State rations.
From here I see the city, and the hills beyond
where I went often when the buses ran
though I try not to think of the dead years,
dead from the day they took the telephone.
If I could vote now I d head the queue
but it's as likely as hearing a bat speak.
A million X s would have stopped their march
but who can loudly say he saw it coming?
I open the door to no-one, I make no sound.
Ignore them: they may leave you alone.
I still have my books that I saved to read
and the bulb still comes on from ten to twelve.
Up on the roof at midday I sit in the shade
of a chimney, and I drink the breeze
while the bats hang from the aerials, immune
to the heat, to the unnatural height, to me.
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I think, then, of the bats as companions.
There is one I watch more than the rest —
already I cross the roof to touch his head,
when he moves in his sleep I back away.
Down below I stay close to the window
and pluck my wrens in the afternoon
then hang them from the ex-telephone wire




An Indian raindance is nothing on this,
not with our Hai, hup, hey, hoo,
and Jimmy dancing with a stick.
They'll go where you don't want
and won't where you do.
He's shouting 'Right. Right, she said,'
and saying they'll follow if one goes.
But now they're steadfast.
Twice a year and they remember —
last year's lambs, rams, ewes —
remember the passage, the plank they walk,
the ritual where we baptize
all the flock for ticks, flies. This
is the high jump backwards. They are hung
on the rope of their surprise.
We have our stations, Jimmy, John and I.
We grab them by the front
and pull them back.' They sink and swim.
James dunks them again. There is
the annual refrain: you push and I'll grunt.
Dipping day. They stand in a pen, dripping.
We take a rest. There's talk, an anecdote
about the day the boss fell in.
Right, I ask, ready?, and hear for the hundredth
time, Right, she said. But she never wrote!'
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THE RAG-TREE, BOHERARD
They might have come on the wind,
these rags and tatters, or drifted down
the current of the ditch to dangle there
like seaweed. They were the bright hand-me-down
foliage of that thorn tree in winter.
Poor sinners came, warts and all,
for the holy water of that holy well.
They left loose tokens of a patchwork shawl,
prayed, and promised to return.
They say it stood since God was a boy,
a twisted stick of offerings
no weather could destroy.
It fell in our time. This was told to me
by one of a lost community
at the crossroads of Knocklough,
that lived from hand to mouth, past pity,
and held the rest of the world
long in the gaze of its own eye.
It will pass like their names.
Snows , Lows, into the legends of incubi.
Well they might have hung their coat
on that hawthorn bush at Boherard
or come to kneel near the church
where, late one night, at the graveyard
gate, a big tree moved. We heard it stood
three hundred years, heard tell of the way
it simply took up roots and walked.
Anyway it moved. Or so they say.
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BROTHERS
I hadn't heard a word he said
because he spoke so quietly
and because, the night it was,
we were quiet as nuns in a library.
Four in the morning —
had someone woken and not stirred
from bed we might have passed as cattle
grinding stones along the bank. A word,
a glance could put an end to shadows
in moonlight and lamplight
on water, flickering here, there,
moving upriver. As if by second sight
John Joe went first, walked down the ditch
and worked his way back along the riverbed,
testing the ground. He said little
or nothing, nothing we heard. A spearhead
glistened — he might have been Neptune,
Brittanica on English coins,
or the devil himself, in one hand a trident,
in the other a torch, as he purloins
the world's lost, lazy souls,
but we had salmon and trout
in mind and John Joe never missed. Fish kicked
and bumped along the headland, in the boot
of the car, and tumbled from the scales
as we drank cups of tea
and fumbled with rough cuts of bread.
We talked of nothing else. I'd give them willingly
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away but someone's sure to thank you in a pub
standing next or near
a bailiff. We were votaries of darkness.
By this nightwork I witnessed grown men adhere
to their own laws,
crying out I want to live my life.
We made a plan and each of them began
his own return to the world and his wife,
to the light of day. There's a way in which
we'll always call each other 'Brother'.
I'm at it still. I'm still in the dark
putting one foot in front of the other.
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SABBATH
Just before Christmas, after frost,
the year's best winter morning,
I've tended to the household chores
lit the fires, fed the fowl,
boiled shirts and towels,
done the dishes, swept the floors.
I cross the fields to friends.
Quite by instinct now
I follow in a herd's
footsteps and look for what
I hope I will not find. Talk
of the devil, name a weed . . . her
tell that this ewe lay overnight
and maybe much of yesterday
stuck in the mud
of frozen furrows. I lift
and hold her, walking her in circles
to circulate the blood.
She stumbles and she falls.
Try again, she falls again.
I rub her legs, she falls
again. Still I massage, talking
to her all the while.
I let go and she sprawls.
Of all the herd I can recall
her lambing, and finally I fetch
the transport-box and tractor
and bring her to the long road shed
where her first lamb had stumbled,
fallen, and begun to walk, an actor
on the boards, rehearsing his first
starring role. Then all it took
was time and a will. The night
comes on. She lies in straw.
I leave her water, hay, crushed oats.
If she begins to eat she'll be all right.
And trudge homeward again
across the cross-ploughed fields.
Home again — there's trouble at the door.
The darkness drowns the shortest day.
I sit by blazing firelight
and calculate the cure.
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Yehuda Amichai
IN A LEAP YEAR
In a leap year the date of your death gets closer
to the date of your birth,
or is it farther away?
The grapes are aching,
their juice thick and heavy, a kind of sweet semen.
And I m like a man who in the daytime passes
the places he's dreamed about at night.
An unexpected scent brings back
what long years of silence
have made me forget. Acacia blossoms
in the first rains, and sand dunes
buried years ago under the houses.
Now all I know how to do
is to grow dark in the evening. I'm content with my life.
And all I wish to say is
my name and address, and perhaps my father's name,
like a prisoner of war who, according to the Geneva Conven-
tion,
is not required to say a single word more.
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LOVE IS FINISHED AGAIN
Love is finished again, like a profitable citrus season
or like an archaeological dig that turned up
from deep inside the earth
turbulent things that wanted to be forgotten.
Love is finished again. When a tall building
is torn down and the debris cleared away, you stand there
on the square empty lot, saying: What a small
space that building stood on
with all its many floors and people.
From the distant valleys you can hear
the sound of a solitary tractor at work
and from the distant past, the sound of a fork
clattering against a porcelain plate,




There are toy ships with waves painted on them
and dresses with a print of ships at sea.
There's the effort of remembering and the effort of
blossoming,
the ease of love and the ease of death.
A four-year-old dog corresponds to a man of thirty-five
and a one-day fly, at twilight, to a ripe old man
full of memories. Three hours of thought equal
two minutes of laughter.
In a game, a crying child gives away his hiding-place
but a silent child will be forgotten.
It's a long time since black stopped being the color of
mourning:
a young girl defiantly squeezes herself
into a black bikini.
A painting of a volcano on the wall
makes the people in the room feel secure,
and a cemetery is soothing
because of all the dead.
Someone told me he s going down to Sinai because
he wants to be alone with his God:
I warned him.




Full of ideas about what it would be like
they went there.
Seven layers of civilization, one
after another in ashes.
It was so hot you couldn't
stand on the stones for long.
"That's how bears are taught to dance."
No spring fall twilight.
In the earth-dark they talked
about light, late light on rowanberry trees.
Less and less they lay together,
felt their heartbeats:




She says: look how our legs
stretch out in the tent of our bed
to where the light
comes through the sheet and how our feet
already know each other.
2
All right then, shoes, downstairs along the carpet
the lobby the palms the coffee
into the street. France
underfoot. Snow? Do you feel the crunch
crunch as in novels translated
from Russian?
3
We don't have to understand
the language of our feet.
But at those waterfalls
where we were speechless





She has this craving for —
doesn't he? No,
if there's anything — yes?
— it might be May.
May somewhere else,
but he doesn't mention it.




What about that taxi?
The man beside me said,
“If only it were April," and died.
And when I was a child I saw
wild horses scatter on the horizon
like a rain of seeds. Do you understand?
Me? What can she offer?
6
The story of my life
is it — is that what it is —
is it really a story.
7
Strange, strange.
While you look, how do you look?




A long, straight road.
An empty landscape on both sides.
I am married.
I live alone.
I am not happily married.
I am very married.
I own a sofa.
9
What can she add?
The way she scratched the linen
with her nail.
But that's even less
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of a story, and like those tracks
in dry sand, impossible
to translate.
10
What's left gets shorter.
If only we could have a past,
one pillow for two heads.
11
His heart rears and pulls
as if it wants out on its own
wants to bounce
down the road ahead of him.
12
His hand beside hers
but veined differently, weathered
by that different climate over there.
She looks, stares until it's no longer a hand,
a small island rather, strange
never before, a strange map.
13
The way the sun goes down
the way he sees it
like a copper tray
she as a redhot
circular saw
at the end of the water hissing
as it spins down.
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GULLS
The shrieking of gulls pointed the way to the sea,
a steep alley down to the harbor,
nothing but boats, slow pulleys, cranes. No bird
flew or pecked or rocked on a wave.
But the sound persisted, even the fury of the machines
was dulled by the shrieking.
The cranes lifted crates, slightly open and light.
Between the chinks suddenly — a live cargo of wings
and feathers. That's how the gulls
were hoisted into the hold.
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PROGRAM
Fear wakes first. Then it wakes
Reason and the Program for the Day
that will tuck it in again. Why
can't Calmness get up first, or
joy, why is Fear so nasty,
so pushy?
Teacher! Me! Me!
Yes, yes, the teacher has noticed. Now
go back to your seat and don't talk out of turn.
After lunch when we have history, you can
tell us all you want, what actually
has happened.





Remnants of primary school —
saber-toothed tigers,
the horse's evolution, an isthmus or two,
and in complete sentences,
answers to the questions
about the Malayans'
way to make a living,
spear and fish,
and how little dressed they were.
In secondary school,
something of the body and the mind.
A frog dissected
so you realize you have lungs, too.
A simple tool,
a specimen slit open,
and the thin gray bulb
for breathing is not breathing.
And then the mind.
Geometric figures because the mind
is structured.
Slate and chalk, false and true.
2
The night the Institute burned
down past my bedtime,
they said spontaneous combustion:
old newspapers and rags
flaring into fire engine shine and ladders
and what I heard
down dream after dream after
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were tiny fists hammering the brass dish bell
into alarum, alarum,
and the chuzzle and swish of the striking hoses
and what I saw
were periodic charts and charts
to show the phyla of the animal kingdom
go up in smoke
and all the hey-day ranting
of children in the schoolyard
to burn the building down
became our burden.
Then the pinecone turkeys and the Pilgrims
from the Thanksgiving projects
descended into flame
and the scrapbooks burned
with the cellophane-covered,




The new fall's milkweed
floats and clings, unlike your mother's
pebbles, the gleaned shard
you threw here a week ago.
In the straw light of the field
you see the lake in September,
an evening cloud settling
over, and long past, your parents rowing
back from a neighbor's. Their argument
rose with the oars,
quiet and swift until, to say it all,
she dove in. A white fury
rocked the boat, a multitude of rings
closing over her words, her dress,
before she surfaced to your childish tears;
the loosened hair fanning away,
strand by strand, then all at once
letting go.
The milkweed's blooming —
out of the haze her string of words
pulls you back. On the road to first grade,
by the ripe field, she stopped,
putting in your hand a cotton fist
bursting out of its pocket.
Fall snow, Louisiana snow, and she made
a miniature blizzard fly,
flurries escaping




Is this how to lose gracefully?
A winter of no choice — just another
partner in nature's heartbreak,
then the planet makes its way
around again. And I look down
capable of only the smallest landscape: my house
precarious on the slope. I've staggered above it
with nothing more than the same
old blossom: apple, quince, whatever stays pink
or goes white. It's wild in me,
it's thorn or seed, and too green —
trash rhubarb you can't eat, the fiddleheads you can,
and last year's ankle turned in the sod
that's trying to hold it all up again.
Here's the blooming I still run the hill for;
black fly, briar and bee,
tat rustle. Nothing new, still nothing
to ignore on foot: this message in the seasonal
wire that winds and tears.
Somebody tell me
the name of that bird, that three note
wail, far off. It's the flute
I hear beyond my baby's cry, my lover's
universal word going out the door —
always too early or too late.
This time, I'd like to answer.
This one time




I can't tell you about how
they are taking stitches out of my girl's face.
You don't like your talk small, after all.
You don't look at people on the sidewalk.
You stopped going to Jimmy's.
And when my girl hurt her face
you didn't feel a thing.
You might as well say,
I'll see you when I'm dead
or in bed with some disease
or maybe once in a while if you're lucky
out with some sack of groceries.
And so when that woman motioned for you to come,
you wouldn't follow her.
And then when you were busted accidentally
for solicitation, run you ran
and you had to regret it.
So when we said.
We thought you died and left us,
and you said. You're right —
I died and left you,
how about that,
maybe you should have asked for something,
even a tylenol. You should not
have said to a stranger,
I'd never be so lonely I'd go
up in a room to eat my money with you.
You don't think you need
even one little bit of nice kindness?
What if you add up your zeroes and just
go inside yourself then?
You think there's somebody in there, don't you.
What if maybe somebody wants to be alone?
What if you think you got some kind of company
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and you're no company at all?
What about that then? Go. So go ahea
See. See if somebody's always home.
See if somebody says hello
next time you see your friends.
HOTEL LIFE
The snow drifts into the window in your dream,
and in your dream the bridge breaks from snow weight.
The nerve patterns of the bedspread seem to break
as you tell me your dream.
But where s the woman standing up from her bath,
or standing away from the red cushions of a chair,
or standing in the doorway and turning
effortlessly as any dream
in a moment when something's about to happen
and no one can be excused?
When I close my eyes I see a friend passing
in a skirt printed with eyes. She wants to know about
your dream of one thing after another
blowing into the room,
and what are these dreams for but fear?
These waterfalls of white peacocks,
these lace curtains
strain the day into something sheer
to shut out a little light,
something so that others can't see in.
If we left to put our faces close
to the window of the hotel coffeeshop
we would only just barely see
that no one has cleared the tables. There will be
crushed napkins, glasses, and we will want
to know where the owners went, leaving
the old food on the tables,
leaving the whole place a mess.
All this to say they knew enough
to leave everything, that
this is a town far from the sea and that
you will not change here.
After breakfast your bed, if it is made, will be made
by someone who is late, is told to hurry.
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but who will look
out the window past the auto dealersh
for many minutes at a time, leaving
this life, this hotel life.
NEW YEAR'S EVE ON A TRAIN
We are coming into Kalamazoo
and one of the conductors
is so happy he sings:
Where is the great train romance
Eve been looking forward to?
A friend across the aisle tells me
of writing a letter
on a train in Japan
and five people gathered
just to watch her. For once,
to be a novelty. We are
being taken past
Pudgies, the closed-down sundae shop,
too soon the ice-blue Wattawan water tower.
Someone has decorated his basketball hoop
with Christmas lights, someone who likes
children. The woman beside me
puts down the novel
that promises to thrill her,
its glossy little figure running off
into the darkness.
Did I tell you that I knew a man
whose nose bled
the first time he put his face
against a woman's breast?
When it happened, he was too young
to laugh or talk of it with her.
Now he wants
to remember everything.
I believe the train moves the year
to another year.
Slowly everyone becomes
friendly — as if we are excused
from our memories. I have
changed. Please tell me.
Is the same the same there?
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SUDDEN CHILDHOOD
Breaking into a lemony light,
the sky fingers us just before
we bring ourselves back to a name
washed away by rice grains.
Such a great wind passes through me
I become a schoolgirl again
with my tiny polished satchel.
Such a lemony light, I am
alone and know this.
At these times a man's dog
jumps on me
and the man says. Don't
encourage my dog
to jump on you.
I have lost my way twice today,
so difficult to tell the time.
Already some clouds came down
from the horizon
and drank all of my milk.
Cannot look long.
Now I shake myself.
Shake myself again.
Oh. There are some crackers in my pocket.
No. My mistake.
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THE IMAGINATION OF FLOWERS
Perennial snow on the mountain,
dragon's blood sedum, fever dew:
They are doing what
their kind do: crying.
Enter me I don't care.
As if the world turns
its lips around them
just as some of us will do
for some others. He's rich,
the man who watches the woman
raking around a plaster chicken. And
the woman, they say, is not quite
right. Making a plaster chicken at home
is all it looks like to him.
In the morning the mist appears to break
the garden's ornamental bridge
as if someone cannot walk back
that way again. In the stories of childhood,
those that make us happy,
someone is always caught
for good. She can't go back either.
That's justice: Someone else says
No. The world won't love you enough.
We might believe all this
but there is so much tenderness
in even that woman
raking around a chicken.
When the man slides open the glass
doors, he walks to her. They stand
quietly as if waiting
for some sort of story the flowers tell
when they are very tired and about
to blow over the lawn.
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Some of them here believe there is
no snow and that it is a burden
only they can bear — to be beautiful.
For others, they do what they can:
The woman's hand is muscular and moving,
and the man, he has, he has
some lovely spotted money he waves
into all that racket
inside the woman's head.
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SCROLL
A water stain nibbles at the side of a woman's mouth.
A rock that froths seems eaten into like a biscuit.
This world all curls up for us
into a black box with hinges.
We may visit the things that corrupt here
with evil about to tear everywhere around us,
a kind of thin bread.
The leering man will poison the fellow
whose face is already half-eaten, whose hands
are poking out of his jacket.
But the villain never reaches that man,
although when this all rolls up, I think of them closer,
the one the night sky to the other.
The villain looks down as if he'd only sop
the poor man's head with a sponge.
It helps me to see I can see this.
As if only a little of the poison goes into me,
to make me strong, to make me see.
The others here don't seem to see.
The courtesan with her lovely white slab of a face
is about to shuffle off without jostling
the villain, making him spill.
Yet a little of the poison is sure to spill.
Like dew, it wets all these lips,
trembles on the tiny hairs on the back of our hands.
I brush it across my own lips.
As if I brush lips with the devil's man.
His lips to my lips to mark all this.
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POETRY 1985: THREE REVIEW-ESSAYS
ADULTHOOD OF A GENRE
Carol Muske, Wyndmere (Pittsburgh, 1985)
Marianne Boruch, View from the Gazebo (Wesleyan, 1985)
The confessional poetry of Sexton, Plath, Lowell, and Ber-
ryman was "true confession," an exorcism of childhood rage and
fear, adult guilt, vanity, and confusion. Sexton's "In Celebration
of My Uterus," Plath's "Daddy," Lowell's "Eye and Tooth," and
Berryman's "Under new management. Your Majesty:" shocked
and delighted readers in the sixties because in them the poets
stripped to their souls without apology or inhibition and cele-
brated their failures in bed or breakfast nook without the dis-
tancing that the modernists had felt necessary. The confessions
of the couch had become publishable as poetry.
But poetry has never been much competition for soap opera.
Serious poets and their readers soon tired of bedroom and bath-
room details for their own sakes and tired of the accompanying
self-pity. By the mid-eighties confessional poetry has become
adult. It seems less interested in stopping its readers short, and
more in enlarging their vision and understanding of themselves.
The material is still the same: childhood bedrooms and kitchens;
parents, grandparents, and pets; failed relationships, deaths of
intimate friends. Thewholedailinessofthe poets' lives is still the
stuff of such books as Charles Wright's The Other Side of the River,
Stanley Plumly's Summer Celestial, and William Matthews' A
Happy Childhood; but the theme is less often, "Oh, woe is me,"
than. We hurt, you and I. How are we to accept it, endure it, and
transform it into living?" There is less hysteria, more resolution
and even humor in contemporary confessional poetry. It seems
to be facing in for the sake of facing out.
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Two very successful and different examples of confessional
poetry come-of-age are Carol Muske's Wyndmere and Marianne
Boruch's View from the Gazebo. Carol Muske's personal details are
compounded and finally compressed into philosophical state-
ments, not theses, but the conclusions of a focused wonder that
becomes understanding. We are aware of the poet as interpreter
in these poems, and she speaks in her own voice firmly and
aphoristically:
Maybe the body makes the soul regret
its perfectability. ("Panis Angelicus")
. . . This is as close
as we get on this earth, going forward,
transformed, into distance remembered. (“We Drive
Through Tyndall's Theory of Sight")
Crime is never crime as it happens,
it's ritual, the uglier for
not recognizing itself. (“Three Letters" II)
This interest in turning personal dailiness into its larger,
more philosophical meanings brings her often to moral and criti-
cal evaluations: “The mind dislikes surprise," “The mind is stub-
born, resists," “If you love literature, question its critics, ““Hell is
the absence of metaphor,““Reason, as always, a second-rate per-
formance — ." Dogmatic, one might say, preaching. But it's more
than that. When she speaks metaphor in these cadences of asser-
tion, a particularly radiant certainty happens:
... I see now
how the angel of justice
spins in the painter's eye
tips the ancient scale. (“Biglietto d'lngresso")
. . . thought flies
parallel to revelation,
dreaming of all the places
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along its body it might
intersect with sudden light. (“White Key")
It will come to all of us,
the sky's empty parking lot
filled with glittering cinders. (“Anna")
Giotto's paintings, the feel of stroking her own body, and the
cinders in the parking lot, which are already part of her sensory
experience of self, now become part of the reader's intellectual
perception of himself. In her best poems the concept taught




Four months in the womb
you were photographed
with sound. We stared
at the pulsing surface
of your skull, your fingers
lifting, as if to stave off
a sudden wind in that
sealed room where for
so long only our two
hearts echoed each other.
Screened, your heart glowed
at the joint of the caliper.
Months later, after
they had bathed you
and brought you to me.
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I washed you again —
in privacy, opened
one by one the clenched
fingers seen too soon,
brushed the thin skin
of the skull where
the brain's leaping blood
bulged against it.
For months. I'd heard it
in dreams: the underwater gong
then the regular shock waves —
an assault as barbaric as conception,
the soul rung forward into image,
as metal is stunned into coin,
as the hammer sounds against its resistance:
the gold unblinking eye of the forge.
The photograph of Carol Muske on the back cover of Wynd-
mere is sweet — loose curls, wide smile, rounded cheeks — promis-
ing gentleness and soft sensuality. The eyes are lowered. But in-
side the poems the eyelids lift, and the gaze is wide, level, and
piercing. These poems come straight from "The gold unblinking
eye of the forge."
In Marianne Boruch's View from the Gazebo the poet's look in-
ward in order to look outward is a process of recreating originally
wordless moments of joy-in-silence, ancestral fear of wolves,
transformations made by moonlight, yeastlight, snowlight, the
mystery of Euclid, night terror of a ditch dug by daylight, and
other emotional peaks and troughs. She delights in immanence,
the tickle of terrorizing oneself: "I pull the covers up/hoping this
is death." The voice is a child's voice, except that a child would
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never word these thrills and wonders so fully and accurately. Her
moods swing as widely as a child's. In several poems about her
dead grandfather, for instance, she giggles ("Standing by Your
Grave"):
Now, old man, I'd give
millions to thump thump thump you up
but it's your buzz that stays me, your
skeletal rasp, as you grasped the flowered chair,
"more god-damn junk," pointing down
our Ouija board, "don't try me after I'm fled
this place. I'll nightmare you!"
she sits down next to him and soothes him ("First Snow"):
Say simply: here I am
and there a stranger waits across from me, closing up
a life so quietly the fall of dust could deafen us.
Or so I sit, arms out as if I could catch him
she even petulantly exorcises him ("Passage"):
I took the old man in me
& went to the river.
Get out, I said
opening my coat
to tree & air & ice.
Get out, I said. This is it.
Borucn s theme, though not stated, is the recognition of
mystery in dailiness, mystery that extends her, taunts her, and
finally delights her, whether it's the mystery of death or glad-
ness. "Memory Biscuit" clearly shows this theme, in Boruch's
special mixture of delight, self-deprecation, laughter, impu-
dence, and profound respect for the real world as the source of
the surreal, which is for her the realer reality:
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MEMORY BISCUIT
Everyone's real world is a memory biscuit
lodged somewhere in the spine
or the ribs — a question of how one
sits, when a strange kid is howling
and you re thinking: now my kid will be interested
in the classics.
Meanwhile, the biscuit dreams,
pulp of childhood and lumpy adolescence
nudging its way to the table
after years
of hanging around: just the kitchen, just
the corny backyard.
Voila! a four-course dinner
under American trees. What a bang
to start with — lime jello on lettuce. Sometimes
everything on earth
seems edible. Sometimes everyone in you
is eating.
Boruch's technique is not analytical, like Muske's. She
doesn't pursue wonder and discovery to earned intellectual con-
clusions. She doesn't specifically teach. She works more in unex-
pected spurts and jets, like a volcanic hot spring: "I picture all
venom," "holding my heart up like a bowl," "I put myself
strange," "I was swelling up with Euclid,"
Those who dislike surrealism may not approve this book.
Done too deliberately, surrealism can be mannerism. But Boruch
uses it only to do something that can't be done otherwise. How
else experience the peculiar transformation of a watcher from a
window on an ordinary village street, on an empty night, as the
moon draws its light across the grass and trees?
THE MOON LOSING ITS COLOR
ALL OVER THE STREET
A woman is taking off her clothes and putting on
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her feathers. Darkness fools
a town like this. Her watch, her shoes
lie glowing on the grass.
I am living
in an attic heart
across the street. My breath
comes blue. Her feathers, one by one, as birds
sink into human dream like fossil
stones, with wings pinned up
to fly. She's old. The body folds that quietly
into air.
I've cleared
the window soot. Her silver deepens red.
I think I'm falling
through her. I am seeping into
trees behind her.
How gold she looks, how frail!
this opera night. She is whizzing
into hum of human wing
against the time to sleep and eat
and live a human life.
She is larger
than the mind, between the clouds
a cloudy thought
taking off her clothes and putting on her feathers.
It takes a tree
to imagine such a thing
as leaves, but a woman, a woman
falling through me. I've stopped
breathing in the dark,
the moon . . .
These two books represent the adulthood of confessional
poetry: looking inward and backward among bits of the self's ex-
perience for understanding and vision to share with other selves
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similarly hungry. Sometimes if we're hungry enough — and




Grace Paley, Leaning Forward (Granite Press, 1985)
Laura Jensen, Shelter (Dragon Gate, 1985)
I don't want to pretend that these two poets — one of whom
is also of course one of the finest prose writers of our time — are
exactly twins or even basically share the same concerns. How-
ever, the congruencies in these books are striking, especially so
since the younger, Laura Jensen, has broadened her subject mat-
ter in Shelter and become in part a citizen-poet, able to take her
place beside Grace Paley, who in Leaning Forward once again takes
to the streets" with her just causes. On issues such as black-
white relations, war (in Vietnam and elsewhere), money, power,
how we treat old people (especially our parents), both poets don't
fool around making nice images and wagging an admonishing
finger. It s especially instructive to see both make valid and vital
use of the facts of our public and private lives, and through their
interrelationships ask the right questions — questions that
poems perhaps raise best. In so doing, both writers replay Rilke's
you must change your life'' (for having witnessed certain
things), and both find fresh and sturdy forms for the texts they
offer up.
As we know from her wonderful prose pieces, Grace Paley
has been doing similar work in fiction for some time, but in this
moving collection she shows how poetry can catch us off guard
too:
THE SAD CHILDREN'S SONG
This house is a wreck said the children
when they came home with their children
Your papers are all over the place
The chairs are covered with books
and look brown leaves are piled on the floor
under the wandering Jews
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Your face is a wreck said the children
when they came home with their children
There are lines all over your face
your necks like curious turtles
Why did you let yourself go?
Where are you going without us?
This world is a wreck said the children
When they came home with their children
There are bombs all over the place
There's no water the fields are all poisoned
Why did you leave things like this
Where can we go said the children
what can we say to our children?
The children have not been spared — they're trying hard to
be adult, with children of their own to worry over. But they must
still be parented, must come home to lament even as they accuse.
Inasmuch as they do all the pointing, the sad singing, the poet-
parent can only offer her lined face, her weathered neck, and her
listening. However, who is actually sad here? And has made at
least an effort to remain curious, even as she remains silent? Our
agony as onlookers can only embrace them both, while we regis-
ter that the children do sing, though they are sad, and that the
parent listens, though she remains silent. All this is heartbreak-
ing, because we fear for the lives of these children who can only
worry, who seem to lack a life-force of their own, but it is consol-
ing as well, because we recognize that the “absent" parents will
never stop listening, respecting their children's grief over what
has happened to all our worlds.
In “My Father at 89 ,'' Paley moves with the same sadness
toward the slight figure of her displaced father whose memories
keep alive what we must continue to hear and feel and see:
His brain simplified itself
saddening everyone but he
asked us children
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don't you remember my dog Mars
who met me on the road
when I came home lonesome
and singing walking
from the Czar's prison
If we do not recall and see at the center of "the awful experience"
that dog with its perfect name, the story gets remembered
wrong: her father did not dwell on what had been, would perhaps
ever be. He was instructing his children in the ways of keeping
going, in what is most ours, alive and available to us. The refrain
in a similarly sad poem by the Italian poet, Sandro Penna, comes
to mind: But the workers, don't you think they're handsome?"
Imprisoned as they seem, cut off from the rest of us (who pass by
in a train, and whose attention is directed by the poet to the
workers in the green fields, slaving away by implication), the
workers are handsome; oh how handsome! we must recall. So
never mind the time in the Czar's prison (however awful), re-
member Mars, and that father was walking and singing, staying
alive. If saddened, then let it pass, look away again to what else
was true: his dog was there, had waited, would join his master
once more.
For a final look at how Paley invites us to remember past
sadness, past threatening episodes to the larger whole, how she
keeps marking our personal and public histories, look at:
This is about the women of that country
sometimes they spoke in slogans
They said
We patch the roads as we patch our sweetheart's trousers
The heart will stop but not the transport
They said
We have ensured production even near bomb craters
Children let your voices sing higher than the explosions
of the bombs
They said
We have important tasks to teach the children
that the people are the collective masters
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to bear hardship
to instill love in the family
to guide for good health of the children (they must
wear clothing according to climate)
They said
once men beat their wives
now they may not
once a poor family sold its daughter to a rich old man
now the young may love one another
They said
once we planted our rice any old way
now we plant the young shoots in straight rows
so the imperialist pilot can see how steady our
hands are
In the evening we walked along the shores of the Lake
of the Restored Sword
I said is it true? we are sisters?
They said, Yes, we are of one family
It's comforting and typical of Paley that she still needs reassur-
ance at the end — "I said is it true? we are sisters?" We must
keep wondering, I believe she's suggesting, if we are indeed
dreaming, given what has been said and done in our name. And it
is time for others, outside ourselves, outside our nation, to com-
plete the exchange. Equate the equation. Finish the proof.
In passing, I want to pay tribute to Jane Cooper's splendid
''Afterword.'' Cooper and Paley have known each other for
years, and the reader could not hope for a more careful, helpful
statement than the one that Cooper gives to guide us through
these wise poems. One should also commend Paley for allowing a
relatively small press to produce the book. I'm only sorry to re-
port that the cover design is quite awful.
Laura Jensen has been watching some things happen too,
but not without her special brand of humor — somewhere be-
tween black and blue; and thinking while she watches:
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ARMY JETS
I walked out in the pale winter sun.
They fly over the edge of the district,
always with the belly open.
They could see the whole area,
small blocks with trees, my white face
turned up from my striped hood.
They could play their war games in an empty
city, run up the back steps of my small
apartment, burst in with one boot
and demand the Spam. Then site out the window
while I cower at a wall, waving my small
paper flag.
The moon
comes so seldom to the window. But it came
this evening full and shocked with white,
looked in the space between the woodwork
and the edge of the window shade.
I wanted it to stay, squinted to cover
the walls with its rays. The room was a pale
and listless chilly shadow.
Later I woke to remember the army jets,
autumn and winter, always low and with thunder,
gun-gray metal objects falling slowly,
too big to be dreams across the moist gray sky.
I'm reminded of a remarkable poem by Joan Swift, "The Midway
Sails for Vietnam, ' in which she also comes close to balancing the
mindless terror that the beautiful weapon induces, against our
human presence, fragilely represented by the person offering an
appropriate sort of truce, "while I cower at the wall, waving my
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small/paper flag." Even the moon is worried, and what do we do
with objects that are "too big to be dreams"? And the sky grows
"moist," as if anticipating some sort of birth. Drifting back to the
people in these machines, we realize they are only able to kick in
doors, "demand the Spam." This typical burst of Jensenian
humor allows us to regain a sense of control, of perspective, and
strengthens our chances of enduring.
In "Separate," Jensen goes the long way around to our "pris-
ons, and crazyhouses":
SEPARATE
And it went on and on,
not a dream, not a dance,
like a long, planned chance encounter.
The world watched,
not as it watches the bread rise,
not as it watches the lock
as it locks up at night,
but as it sees something else
when a gull drifts
motionless past the window.
Not even the word gull
enters the mind.
When the world came between
it was not planned. The way
a car covers the sidewalk,
part of its driveway. For a long time
she had thought that it was love,
then she thought that she knew something —
but she had to be silent about it.




she saw the gull, flying home at dusk.
But it flew behind a building
and was hidden from her view.
With the incantatory power of “not" (“not a," “not as/' “not
even"), we are made ready for “but as," the dark side of the
world's capacity to come between us and our visions. Jensen's gift
to us is her knowledge that the shock is on a scale of cars covering
sidewalks, which is our salvation as well: we can do something
about these proportions, these intrusions, not only on one level,
physically say, but also by maintaining our vision, even as it flies
behind a building like the gull. Hidden, but we have seen it, have
knowledge of it. Perhaps we'll be required to remain silent for a
spell, but our silence is not an evasion. It is a time for envisioning
the “other," whether beloved or besought or beknownst. The
all-encompassing mystery in this poem has to do with the sense
the poet has of the negative shapes of our thoughts. The poem
disappears as it recreates itself, as we practice our silences.
In Gray Area," one of the bravest poems I've come across in
some time, Jensen takes on the large issues with the healthiest of
perspectives. Not for nothing are we reminded, by the title, of
what leading therapists are saying these days: we must learn to
live in the “Gray Area":
GRAY AREA
1.
Outside a young black man drives by.
I am suddenly blond. I am Scandinavian.
How dark they are.
Fancy — sweet, the sense of us
always checking to make sure
no maniac of our own persuasion
has eliminated
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them, them always watching
to be sure
the Scandinavians are still
left.
Sweet if there were no hunger
anywhere, no trouble
in their old country.
All of a sudden
the middle of a pleasant afternoon
I have not heard a crow.
I stand and look through all
the budding branches that are
large at the stem, cross-hatched far
to the edges. And far
stand two black forms
in the gray area. How do I know
after three months every day
away, these are not the only ones?
A gray head working in her garden.
2 .
Did the war
that made our parents' lives
make us aware
all of a kind of someone
could be done away with?
Or have we known that forever?
Here is another question, one
that is larger:
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Is the black bird the brimming pulse
of hate inside my brain?
Is my idea, which is my instinct
impulse?
Is there a morality in question?
the black bird and the black person
Who can tell me?
Is this sweet or cruel?
3 .
Again, how Scandinavian I am.
Let me make up a story.
But the story is a dream too sweet for wore




her child and says Finland.
The woman touches
their child and says Africa.
imagineTh e woman wil
no trouble.
She wants for her children
no trouble.
She wants to change the name
slowly
to:
a bad dream that ended
sweet dreams
now
Like all our best poets, Jensen really can step into others'
shoes. She can admit to knowledge and feelings that, if pursued
in the extreme, would destroy her humanity and diminish all life
with which she came in contact. To know that line of logic and
not follow it costs everything a person can give. Like black par-
ents I know who insist their children keep listening to the
"news," the hard stories, Jensen keeps listening for her extremes:
"Is the black bird the brimming pulse/of hate inside my brain."
These instincts and impulses must be clearly mapped. To the ex-
tent that she can imagine herself into the skin of others, that's
the extent to which she'll have a map of her own struggles.
I've rarely been so shaken, and ultimately so uplifted by a
single poem. And if we make our way back through this land-
scape to Grace Paley's place, we do so with an extended sense of
what it means to be human together, because Jensen has added
another room, where even our made-up stories preserve the no-
tion that "all of a kind of someone/could be done away with." As
simple as that, and we need to see it that simply.
The more than 50 poems that comprise Shelter are among the




Philip Larkin, High Windows (Farrar, Straus & Giroux, 1974 )
David St. John and I once hatched a notion that books of
poetry should be reviewed only ten years or so after their publi-
cation. It took that long, we reasoned, for good judgment to as-
sert itself, discarding what had been overvalued and perceiving
neglected strengths. We were only half-facetious; most poetry
book-reviewing is simply deplorable. It is tempting to list exam-
ples, but any thoughtful reader can supply them.
What occasions this tribute to Philip Larkin, however, is not
the ten- or eleven-year interval since publication of High Windows
but the fact of his recent death. As a matter of fact. High Windows
was quite widely appreciated when it came out, though I am go-
ing to argue that some of its finest qualities are, for me at least,
only emerging now. Rereading it has shown me sides of Larkin I
had not fully perceived, and it is in that spirit that I am recom-
mending it; hence the mention of the ten-year rule/
There are, to be sure, some unattractive sides to Larkin's
work. The formalism sometimes seems a kind of anachronistic
stubbornness; could not this man who admired jazz so deeply
have cultivated a greater artistic freedom for himself? Then too,
the hard-boiled manner, an affectation of male writers that al-
most always masks a fundamental sentimentality, can quickly
grow tiresome. Larkin s notion that elegant form and shocking
colloquial diction were innovative seems to me to have been a bit
naive, a holdover from the days of the Angry Young Men. His
poetic persona, a tough cynic who teeters on the verge of self-
pity, can easily put contemporary readers off.
But these shortcomings are mostly superficial and insignifi-
cant. What Larkin managed to do as a poet, as High Windows amply
illustrates, was write out of a faith in tensions, in ambivalence, in
acknowledged contraries, that can be positively Yeatsian in its
reach. He wasn't perhaps capable of the formal innovation of a
poem like Yeats's "Vacillations," and his canon was remarkably
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small, but his best poems develop and employ rhetorical struc-
tures that allow tone shifts of enormous power, that accommo-
date large polarities like youth and age, laughter and suffering,
home and away. Finally we grow to love the poetic persona who
seems at odds with his own lyricism and tenderness. His distance
from life occasions sadness, insight, wit and an expansive vision
that can be breathtaking. High Windows is a book about growing
old, about the need for solitude and the contrary need for com-
pany, about the mysterious relation of life and death. By way of
its formalism, in part, it is about the need for form and the need
to repudiate form. As I said, Larkin's ultimate strength seems to
be his capacity for creating poems that can comfortably house
contradictory ideas and sharply conflicting emotions.
"The Old Fools" is typical of these accomplishments. It exe-
cutes a giant shift of tone, one that imitates in miniature the pro-
cess of growing old and, more to the point, the understanding of
old age that we acquire as we move towards it. The persona be-
gins in youthful exasperation:
What do they think has happened, the old fools.
To make them like this? Do they somehow suppose
It's more grown-up when your mouth hangs open and drools.
And you keep on pissing yourself, and can't remember
Who called this morning? Or that, if they only chose,
They could alter things back to when they danced all night.
Or went to their wedding, or sloped arms some September?
Or do they fancy there's really been no change.
And they've always behaved as if they were crippled or tight,
Or sat through days of thin continuous dreaming
Watching lights move? If they don't (and they can t), it s
strange:
Why aren't they screaming?
The questions keep branching into alternatives, and of course
they remain unanswered. There s an air of despeiation, with
the
syntax overriding the formal feel of the rhymed stanza and the
sprung five-stress line. The range of diction is typical of Larkin,
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as is the precise phrasing — "thin continuous dreaming" — that
creates trust in the reader even in the midst of the unpleasantly
harsh depiction of age.
The second stanza modulates from mock-interrogation to
half-serious assertion. The persona seems at first preoccupied
with the contrast of life and death, but returns to his initial dis-
gust by the stanza's close:
At death, you break up: the bits that were you
Start speeding away from each other for ever
With no one to see. It's only oblivion, true:
We had it before, but then it was going to end.
And was all the time merging with a unique endeavour
To bring to bloom the million-petalled flower
Of being here. Next time you can't pretend
There'll be anything else. And these are the first signs:
Not knowing how, not hearing who, the power
Of choosing gone. Their looks show that they're for it:
Ash hair, toad hands, prune face dried into lines —
How can they ignore it?
These two stanzas by themselves do not suggest much tonal
change, since they close with comparable questions and apparent
revulsion. Botn also cultivate a certain assertiveness. It is the
evaporation of that assertiveness in the third stanza — which
begins Perhaps that marks the major shift, the hinge of the
poem:
Perhaps being old is having lighted rooms
Inside your head, and people in them, acting.
People you know, yet can't quite name; each looms
Like a deep loss restored, from known doors turning.
Setting down a lamp, smiling from a stair, extracting
A known book from the shelves; or sometimes only
The rooms themselves, chairs and a fire burning.
The blown bush at the window, or the sun's
Faint friendliness on the wall some lonely
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Rain-ceased midsummer evening. That is where they live:
Not here and now, but where all happened once.
This is why they give
An air of baffled absence, trying to be there
Yet being here. For the rooms grow farther, leaving
Incompetent cold, the constant wear and tear
Of taken breath, and them crouching below
Extinction's alp, the old fools, never perceiving
How near it is. This must be what keeps them quiet:
The peak that stays in view wherever we go
For them is rising ground. Can they never tell
What is dragging them back, and how it will end? Not at night?
Not when the strangers come? Never, throughout
The whole hideous inverted childhood? Well,
We shall find out.
The second half of the poem seems to me a remarkable payoff,
made possible partly by the opening anger and disgust. Whether
we perceive the shift as the speaker's having second thoughts or
as a rhetorical device, its power is enhanced by what is happening
structurally. Many poets might simply try to express the lyric
ideas of the third stanza, making the arrival at insight less dra-
matic, less a going from distance to proximity, outside to inside,
from uncomprehending youth to understanding age. Perhaps
the alp figure is less successful, with its "rising ground" and
"dragging . . . back" contradiction, than the skillful elaboration
of the metaphor of memory as lit rooms. But the whole idea of
having those rooms, first peopled and then empty, only to be out
eventually in "incompetent cold" (surprising adjective), is mov-
ing and convincing. "Well, /We shall find out isn t a twist 01 a
surprise by the time it arrives, just a confirmation of what the
poem has already shown us: that we all belong to the process of
aging and the terrors and insights that accompany it. A poem
that seemed at first coarse and angry has turned out to be delicate
and tender in a way that is the more pleasing for the shift of tone
and the strength of the contrast. It is not so much that Larkin
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dismisses some of our reactions to old age, while validating oth-
ers; it is more a matter of including them all, then showing that
some follow or displace others in the natural course of things.
This poem is life-affirming, finally, though not in a way that is
easy to describe.
A poem that executes two tone shifts of a smaller sort is the
charming "Sad Steps":
Groping back to bed after a piss
I part thick curtains, and am startled by
The rapid clouds, the moon's cleanliness.
Four o'clock: wedge-shadowed gardens lie
Under a cavernous, a wind-picked sky.
There's something laughable about this.
The way the moon dashes through clouds that blow
Loosely as cannon-smoke to stand apart
(Stone-coloured light sharpening the roofs below)
High and preposterous and separate —
Lozenge of love! Medallion of art!
O wolves of memory! Immensements! No,
One shivers slightly, looking up there.
The hardness and the brightness and the plain
Far-reaching singleness of that wide stare
Is a reminder of the strength and pain
Of being young; that it can't come again.
But is for others undiminished somewhere.
Larkin s pei sona is often gazing through or at windows in this
collection. Here the precise and thrilling description helps us par-
ticipate in the crescendo of feeling that culminates just after the
middle of the poem in a series of four exclamatory phrases. At the
same time we are being prepared for a contrary swing, by "some-
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thing laughable/' by "preposterous/' by the exclamation points
and the emphatic "No." This persona cannot sustain romantic
and youthful feelings about a moonlit scene. His "wolves of mem-
ory" are presumably one reason. He knows too much, has lived
too long, is too aware of the "hardness and the brightness." In-
stead of giving him the strength and pain of youth, they simply
remind him of it. Still, the reminder creates a sort of kinship.
Younger people are looking at this moon too, and while he is
separate from them, both literally and figuratively, his double
sense of what it's like to be young and old creates a bond or link.
What he experienced is "undiminished somewhere" and "for
others." It can't come again, except in this special sense. We are a
long way from "Tintern Abbey," but the double perception of
that poem has its analogue here. The reference in the title to
Sidney's great sonnet also helps to deepen the sense of connect-
ing with others' emotions, and the unpredictably rhymed trip-
lets, always threatening to turn into terza rima, seem the right
choice for this brilliant little lyric.
Sometimes Larkin's tonal reversals take place outside the
poem, in the reader's sensibility. They may require a certain ma-
turity for their effect. My students were a bit startled when I told
them how much I enjoy "This Be the Verse." I told them they
could memorize it in a minute or two, and that they'd be glad they
had because they'd have many reasons to quote it in the years
ahead. But they weren't having any of it, most of them. They
found it oversimplified and offensive, and of course it is:
They fuck you up, your mum and dad.
They may not mean to, but they do.
They fill you with the faults they had
And add some extra, just for you.
But they were fucked up in their turn
By fools in old-style hats and coats,
Who half the time were soppy-stern
And half at one another's throats.
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Man hands on misery to man.
It deepens like a coastal shelf.
Get out as early as you can,
And don't have any kids yourself.
The point here is that, in addition to its interior modulations of
tone, the poem depends on us to react to its extremity, recogniz-
ing that it pushes its 'truth' too far, so that we return with some
relief to the normal world that both includes these insights and
moderates them with the value of families and child-rearing and
parental love. The verse form itself, almost like a nursery rhyme,
reinforces this sense of painful and hilarious reduction of the
whole complicated landscape of parents and children and 'family
romance' to these misanthropic nuggets of insight. I suspect,
given my students' reactions, that it helps to be closer to forty or
fifty to enjoy this poem. One also needs a sense of humor. Larkin
depends, again and again, on our sense, not always readily availa-
ble to undergraduates, that comedy can be brilliant, painful and
healing all at once.
Having indicated some of the typical features of this collec-
tion and of Larkin s poetry, I wish to conclude by exploring two
poems that seem to me to be less characteristic. The first is the
mysterious "Dublinesque":
Down stucco sidestreets.
Where light is pewter
And afternoon mist
Brings lights on in shops
Above race-guides and rosaries,
A funeral passes.
The hearse is ahead.
But after there follows
A troop of streetwalkers
In wide flowered hats.
Leg-of-mutton sleeves.
And ankle-length dresses.
There is an air of great friendliness,
As if they were honouring
One they were fond of;
Some caper a few steps.
Skirts held skillfully
(Someone claps time).
And of great sadness also.
As they wend away
A voice is heard singing
Of Kitty, or Katy,
As if the name meant once
All love, all beauty.
To give my students some credit back, I should say that they 'got'
and loved this poem, as indeed they did “The Old Fools" and a
number of others in the collection. (One of them thought to
compare "The Old Fools" with "Do Not Go Gentle Into That
Good Night," to the distinct advantage of the former.) They
loved the indeterminacy of this piece, the fact that you can t quite
be sure what is going on. You surmise the setting and the date:
say, the time of Joyce's stories and novels about Dublin. And you
assume that "streetwalkers" means prostitutes rather than
simply pedestrians, and that they are there by design rather than
by accident. But you can't be absolutely sure you are right. It's as
if the persona was looking at an old photograph, driven to specu-
lation by the absence of precise information, an experience the
reader's relation to the poem duplicates. The two as if clauses
are vital. They function, like the "esque of the title, to displace
everything slightly. The "troop" of streetwalkers may be honor-
ing one they were fond of, but that possibility is kept at ai m s
length; and the name — Kitty or Katy? Again one can t be sui e
may once have meant "All love, all beauty, but skepticism
intervenes.
I'm not quite sure why I find this poem so successful, but
I
have two hunches. One is that I enjoy what is withheld:
what the
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poet leaves out, chooses not to assert or report, seems as impor-
tant as what he gives us. I am reminded of Chekhov's best fiction.
The other hunch has to do with prosody. Larkin is using a two-
stress line here, and it contains what we might call the 'ghost' of
our language's oldest poetic form, the alliterative line. Only six or
seven of the twenty-four lines combine stress with alliteration,
but they are all crucial lines (1, 5, 7, 17, 20, 22, and, in a sense, 14),
and the effect is echoed by other kinds of repetition, e.g. conso-
nance and repeated words and syntax patterns. I think this tech-
nique helps create a sense of the timeless, reinforcing the pleas-
antly melancholy distance that pervades the poem and that led
me to the old photograph comparison. If I'm right, the prosodic
effect again vindicates Larkin's formal obsessions and his ability
to match form to content with uncanny and upredictable skill.
The other less characteristic poem in High Windows that I
wish to glance at here is "The Explosion," the poem that closes
the volume. It deals with a mysterious event, a mine explosion
that kills some men who are nevertheless seen after death as safe
and carefree as they seemed before it. The poem is cast in trocha-
ic tetrameter, a very difficult meter to sustain (remember Hia-
watha?). It s as if Larkin hopes, by consistently reversing the iam-
bic norm, to create a sense of reality turned inside out:
On the day of the explosion
Shadows pointed towards the pithead:
In the sun the slagheap slept.
Down the lane came men in pitboots
Coughing oath-edged talk and pipe-smoke.
Shouldering off the freshened silence.
One chased after rabbits; lost them;
Came back with a nest of lark's eggs;
Showed them; lodged them in the grasses.
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So they passed in beards and moleskins.
Fathers, brothers, nicknames, laughter.
Through the tall gates standing open.
At noon, there came a tremor; cows
Stopped chewing for a second; sun,
Scarfed as in a heat-haze, dimmed.
The dead go on before us, they
Are sitting in God's house in comfort,
Ale shall see them face to face —
Plain as lettering in the chapels
It was said, and for a second
Wives saw men of the explosion
Larger than in life they managed —
Gold as on a coin, or walking
Somehow from the sun towards them
One showing the eggs unbroken.
In the first half we see the miners headed to work in the early
morning, already a little larger than life: chasing rabbits and find-
ing a lark's nest are unusual activities for a coal miner to start his
day with. The sun is behind them, presumably, and the third line
partly tells us that the high slagheap is lit by it, partly suggests
through its inversion that the sun somehow contains every-
thing, including the mine and its discarded contents. Since the
poem's title has alerted us to a disaster, everything, including the
"tall gates," acquires a special meaning.
The explosion, when it occurs, is almost imperceptible, a
tremor signalled by three matched caesuras, a momentary dim-
ming of the sun. Its status as a disaster is relegated to the back-
ground by the assertions that follow, one from the chapel sei vice
and one from the anecdote of the corroborative vision of
the
men's wives. The last line is effective both as a detail
— the un-
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broken lark's eggs (Larkin's eggs?) firmly suggest a continuity of
life in the midst of death — and in its break with the meter, re-
turning us to prose and prosaic reality with our sense of the mi-
raculous unbroken too. We catch our breath in wonder and
assent.
Is Larkin making metaphysical assertions here? Has his
tough-minded skepticism about total oblivion (e.g. in "The Old
Fools" and dating all the way back to the early and celebrated
"Church-Going") deserted him? The poem is careful about
committing itself. It reports the event as understood by the
churchgoers and leaves us to decide on its meaning. But the
choice to report the event, and even more tellingly, the choice to
close the book with it, both suggest that Larkin is findng that the
largest contrary of all, life and death, is one that he wants to
explore without dogmatism and without prejudice. He is not sen-
timental or self-pitying about his metaphysical longing, as so
many poets have been; he scarcely even admits to it. But he closes
his marvelous book by opening up a subject we did not quite
realize he was preoccupied with, and in doing so extends his
range.
That is the point, surely. It's not that "Dublinesque" and
The Explosion are aberrations in Larkin's canon, rather that
they represent sides of his work that were slower to manifest
themselves, at least to this reader. The experience suggests that
Larkin, like all the best poets, will greatly reward study and re-
reading. Ten to twelve years after its first appearance. High Win-
dows confirms that the regard Larkin has enjoyed on both sides of
the Atlantic has not been misplaced. His comparatively early
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We wish to correct an error that appeared in Stanley Plumly's
essay on Pound in FIELD 33. The sentence in his second para-
graph that began "They are the least personal of his poetry"
should have read "They are the least persona of his poetry . . ."
We apologize for any confusion this may have caused; whether
persona" can be an adjective remains an unsettled question.
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